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ABSTRACT
In the prelude to and aftermath of the plebiscite on 30 August 1999, in which 78.5% of
East Timorese voters rejected autonomy within Indonesia and chose independence for
their country, violent conflict raged throughout the country. This thesis concerns Bidau,
which is an urban village located in Dili, the capital of East Timor. My central argument
is that Bidau residents have been agents in their own recovery following the destruction
of 1999. I stress that in seeking to understand what will assist with post-conflict
recovery, we need to pay more attention to the social worlds of people affected by
violence, rather than applying an individual trauma model. Accordingly, I investigate
the various forms of suffering that residents experienced, including the fears of further
violence, the different sicknesses, the grieving for deceased relatives and friends, the
economic struggles, and the disruptions to life cycle rituals in Bidau. These diverse
forms of suffering and their impacts became evident to me over twenty-six months of
fieldwork in the period from 4 November 2000 to October 2003.
In describing the diversity of the people who reside in the village, I distinguish
three categories of residents – Portuguese Period Settlers, Indonesian Period Settlers and
Post-ballot Residents – and also distinguish people from the Makassae ethnolinguistic
group, who make up a quarter of the population, and span the three periods of
settlement, arriving in Bidau from 1973 onwards. I explore the connections that enabled
Bidau individuals and groups to find places of safety during the most violent months of
1999 and show how people who returned or moved to Bidau once order was restored
relied on kin networks and other social affiliations to rebuild their lives. I argue that
embeddedness in groups and guarantees of social support that Timorese customs offer
facilitate and promote healing, as do some religious beliefs and practices.
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Participation in significant rituals, especially wedding and mortuary rites is central
to the lives of Bidau residents and entails reciprocal obligations, especially between
wife-givers and wife-takers. In my analysis of a delayed wedding and various mortuary
rituals, I show the ability and determination of East Timorese to organise such rituals
despite all they have suffered. These rituals expand social networks of support and have
the potential to make and strengthen alliances. An exegesis of a lamentation performed
for a recently deceased grandmother shows the complexities of the social and material
obligations that East Timorese custom requires.
By examining rituals in three settings – public space, the private space inside
houses, and the intermediate space of verandas and gardens – I show the significance of
the spatial dimensions of rituals and other practices and how these are closely related to
the social processes of the household and the architectural space of the house. The
reconstruction of the physical environment, especially repairs to residents’ private
homes, was a critical part of the processes of recovery, as houses were needed not just
for shelter, but also because they helped define ritual spaces and enabled householders
to define permeable borders. Bidau residents, through their participation in rituals and
other activities in shifting social spaces, created and recreated their dynamic and
supportive social order.
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GLOSSARY
I = Indonesian. P = Portuguese. The remaining foreign terms are Tetun words.

affine

A relationship through marriage ties. It may include the
relationship between corporate groups linked by marriage
between their members.

agnate

A person related by patrilineal descent.

Aitarak

Thorn. The main militia group operating in Dili during
1999, led by Eurico Guterres.

aldeia

Sub-village. I have translated this term as village section.

bebak

‘Palapa’: stalk of palm-leaves used to build walls of
Timorese houses; bebak tali-metan gamuti stalk(s).

benze

To bless; blessing

barlake

Bridewealth

Besi Merah Putih (I)

Red and White Iron. The militia group based in Liquica
led by Manuel de Sousa.

consanguine

In kinship studies, a relationship by blood, that is, a
relative by birth.

Dewan Perwakilan
Rakyat Daerah (I)

The provincial level of the Indonesian Representative
Assembly

Falintil

Forças Armadas de Timor Leste (P) (East Timor National
Liberation Army)

festa

Festive celebration, party; usually used to refer to the
celebration for a wedding

fetosaa

Wife-taking lineage; wife-takers

Fretilin

Frente Revolucionaria de Timor Leste Independente (P),
(Revolutionary Front for an Independent East Timor)

hatama sasán

Gathering of wife-givers and wife-takers to collect
contributions in the way of live chickens, pigs, goats,
vegetables, other foodstuffs and drinks for a wedding
party. This gathering is usually held at the home of the
wife-givers a few days prior to a wedding.
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InterFET

International Forces in East Timor led by Australia

kios (I)

Small stall, kiosk

Kopassus

Indonesian Special Forces Command

liurai

King, ruler of a Timorese kingdom

lulik

Ancestral spirit, sacred object, totem, holy

mikrolet (I)

Small mini-bus. These vehicles are the most common
forms of public transport around Dili and to districts such
as Liquica, Aileu and Manatuto. Larger buses commute
between Dili and Lospalos and Dili and Maliana.

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

oratóriu

Wooden cabinet similar in style to a tabernacle containing
religious statues, crucifix, holy pictures, etc.

PKF

Peace Keeping Force

POLDA

Polisi Daerah (I) (regional police station in Lampu
Merah, Dili)

Polres

Polisi Regimen Daerah (I) (police station in Mercado
Lama, Dili)

PRADET

Psychosocial Recovery and Development in East Timor

SGI

Satgas Intel; Satuan Tugas Intellijen, or Combined
Intelligence Task Force, directed by Kopassus. Sometimes
referred to as Intel.

tais

Traditional woven textile. Different districts have various
designs.

Tetun

Previously the lingua franca of East Timor. According to
the Constitution, Tetun and Portuguese are the official
languages in the Democratic Republic of East Timor

Tim Saka

Paramilitary group operating in Baukau

TNI

Tentara Nasional Indonesia (I) (Indonesian National
Army)

UNAMET

United Nations Assistance Mission in East Timor

UNTAET

United Nations Transitional Administration in East Timor
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UNMISET

United Nations Mission of Support in East Timor

umalulik

Traditional sacred house

umane

Wife-giving lineage; wife-givers

xefe-suku

Village chief
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ORTHOGRAPHICAL NOTE
This thesis contains many Tetun1 words, which are italicized, spelt and deployed as
foreign terms. Tetun has been the lingua franca of East Timor for many centuries. It is
one of the languages most commonly spoken in Bidau. There are two types of Tetun
spoken in East Timor. The form spoken in Dili is known as Tetun Prasa, Tetun Dili or
just Tetun. Tetun Terik is the other form spoken in a number of rural districts, along
both sides of the border with West Timor and in rural districts along the south coast.
Tetun Dili has many loan words from Portuguese and Bahasa Indonesia. Tetun and
Portuguese are the national languages of East Timor. For the spelling of Tetun words, I
have relied on the 2001 version of the Standard Tetum-English dictionary produced by
Geoffrey Hull and the Matadalan Ortográfiku Ba Tetun-Prasa compiled by the Instituto
Nacional de Linguística (2002). I have noted after a foreign term (T) for Tetun, (P) for
Portuguese, (I) for Bahasa Indonesia and (M) for Makassae. Some words used by
residents in Bidau were not contained in the dictionary. For the spelling of terms from
the Makassae language, I have used the spelling provided by inhabitants from
Birunbiru.
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